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.\bstract: The just-in-time sequencing problem in mixed-model production
s\ stems is dealt relating with the well known apportionment problem. In addition
,'i brief historical background of both the problems, the mathematical models of
::.em have been reviewed. The sequencing approaches to solve the just-in-time
sc;uencing problem are explained in brief, and some apportionment methods are
::scussed to resolve the apportionment problem. We have proposed two mean-
':sed divisors, indicating the objective function for better solution, which work
:.': lust-in-time sequencing too. The linkage of both the problems is characterized
: ierrns of similar type of objective functions. The problems are ,shown

r-::iralent vla suitable notational transformations and similar properties. Sorne
:r-:uencing algorithms are analyzed for joint approaches to tackle the problems

'r '

Kenvords: just-in-time sequencing. heuristics, perfect matching, urrign .nt,
-::()nionment. divisor methods, mean.based divipor methods, global and local
-  - : :ces
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1. INTRODUCTION

Both of the problems, just-in-time (JIT) sequencing of products in mixed-model

production systems and apportionment of representatives in legislature, are the

promising research problems over the years from the domain of discrete

optimization. The -ZI sequencing of different products is a well-known socio-

industrial problem which aims to minimize the maximum and tire total deviations

between the actual and ideal productions; whereas the apporriorunent problem is a

socio-political problem u'hich aims to allocate representatir,es to states/parties as

close as to their exact quota. -I1I sequencing is highly applied in many industries

and all kinds of organizations to optimize several production and other operational

activities. Any industry has to interplay mainly among the three major intersecting

components: finance, operations and marketing; of u,hich our focus lies on the

operational part. The discrete apportionment problem has been in existence since

more than two hundred years with the target to allocate integral seats to states or

parties and to achieve so-called equity between states' representation.

-I1I production system (JITPS) is the most commonll' u5.6 technology due to its

noticeable characteristics in operating with very low n'ork-in-progress (yt/lP)

inventory and often with low finished goods invento4'. It is a pull systent:

products are assembled just before they are sold, subassemblies are made just

before the products are assembled and tlie components are fabricated just before

the subassemblies are made. As a result, WIP inventory is lor.r' and production

lead times are short. So J/ZPS is a broad philosophy of continuous improvement

including three mutually supportive components: people involvement---+ total

quality control---+ JIT flow; jointly called productivity triad. Any unnecessary

delays and inventories are considered as waste and so IlrlP invenrory is kept as

minimum as possible. The goal is to achieve a smooth and s1'nchronized flow of

small lots of materials at a uniform rate. Instead of producing one product for a

long period and then shifting to another product. JITPS uses a technique called

mixed-model assembly. A mix of the models is produced each day in short

repetitive sequences, so that each model is frequently repeated in proportion to its

relative demand.

Section 2 gives the state of art of the two problems with brief historical

background. Section 3 formulates mathematical models. The sequencing

approaches for "//ZPS are explained in Section 4. Some apportionment methods

including mean-based divisor methods 4re presented in Section 5. The linkage and
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...r.-rrithmic characterizations are posed in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes
:le paper.

2. POSING THE STATUS OF THE PROBLEMS

l. I  Just- in-Time Sequencing
<trce the time of Henry Ford, product requirements and hence the requirements of
-:,.'iuction systems have been changed in rapid speed. Assembly lines were
:::rnally developed for a cost efficient mass production of a single standardized

.:,'juct. Nowadays, varieties of options are available to the customers, so that
' .:rlrfacturers need to handle product varieties which exceed several billions of

..-'is. So the very first cornerstone of JITPS can be traced out from Ford
::rction system (Ford Motor Company in 1903). However, the present idea of

J i\ stem is developed and perfected by T. ohno, who is credited as father of
.:'t. ri'hilc working as an assembly rnanager in Toyota motor company around

s. After the World War II, Toyota realized that Japanese automotive
.:rt.rlactures were far behind the American motor companies and the president of

,ia inade a comment about the gap: "Catch up with America in three years;
..:,':ri'ise the automobile industry of Japan will not survive". JITPS within Toyota
- -: result of low demands, limited space and resources in Japan compared to
1.::::'rica. Toyota production system OPS), comprised of two pillars: JIT and
....:,'nomation, provides the highest quality, lowest cost and shortest lead time in
:ir'i to achieve stable production systems. Standardized work, smoothing

-. - :uction schedule via mixed-model sequencing and change for better are the
'-'.,.: bases of ZPS. The JITPS is a management philosophy based on the planned
: .::ination of all wastages, continuous improvement of productivity and
--::;tion of inventories in all level; performed by producing only the necessary
..:'.'unt of necessary products in perfect quality at right place and time. To
.-r..r-\! this goal, JITPS penalizes the early-tardy jobs by using the limited
'--'irces in optimal way. The main target is to satisfy customers for various
-r::'.-:tds of different products without holding large inventories and incurring
. : : :,.hortages of products.

'.'l 
se. :encing (scheduling) environment, products (jobs) that complete early

-.:'re h:ld in finished goods inventory till their due dates, while products that
. '.:.:te ifter their due dates may cause customers to shut down operations. So

..-:l -'chedule is one in which all products are finished exactly on their
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assigned due dates. The concept of penalizing both earliness and tardiness has

spawned a new and rapidly developing line of research in scheduling theory. The

mixed-model JIT sequencing is the problem of determining production sequence

of different models of the same product produced on the assembly line, assuming

that products require an approximately equal number and mix of parts. This is

formulated as a non-linear integer programming problem in [48], which seeks to

minimize the sum of squared deviations between average and cumulative quantity

of products, and thereby nearest integer point algorithm for optimality is

presented. Kubiak [37] well-studied this level schedule problem, referring as

product rate variation (PRV) problem. Kubiak and Sethi l38l proposed an

assignment formulation for sum deviation problem to determine an optimum

solution at a smaller computational cost and further gave some properties that

relate to the problems involving each of the products considered separately'

Several open questions and conjectures for balanced JIT optimization problem are

formulated and dealt by means of extensive computational testing [36].

The intuitive similarity between the JIT PRV problem and the single machine

scheduling problem is used to propose a heuristic for the P RV problem [3 I ]' This

heuristic shows that an earliest due date (EDD) seqlrence minimizes the sum of

squared deviation between the ideal time and actual time in rvhich given unit is

actgally produced. Balinski and Shahidi [5] proposed another type of deviation for

two products. which aims to minimize the variation of production rates from

product to products. The mixed model assembly line (.flVl41,) is one where a

variety of different items are assembled or processed at different stations in small

batch sizes. Suclr a line seryes in flexible manufacturing s1'stems (FMS) to meet

diverse demands of the customers. Most .FIVS adopt the JIT philosophy in their

effort to minimize inventory. Thus, MMAL finds good applications in.rlIPS [66].

In this assembly environment, workers are expected to be more versatile and have

better skills than those working intraditional systems [1S]. The IPSused theJIT

sequencing to distribute production volumes and mix of models as evenly as

possible over the production sequences 128. 521. The JIT sequencing process has

become a universal and robust concept to balance the two sequencing goals of the

manufacturing companies: usage goal and loading gool 148,49,521. The former

maintains a constant rate of usage of all items in the production sequence whereas

the latter smoothes the workload on final assembly process to reduce the chance

of production delays and stoppages. JIT sequencing is used to balance workloads

throughout J17 supply chains intended for low-volume high-mix family of

I lt).]
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:;r)ducts [41]. The purpose of optimal sequence is to keep the actual production

.',-rel and the desired production level as close to each other as possible all the
:rrne. See 114,21,22,421for more detai ls.

i-ne single-level problem is extended into the multi-level [50,51], which is
:eierred as the output rate variation (ORn problem [37]. Most discrete
:ranufacturing systems are multi-level in nature, charactenzed by the condition

"rhere several parts are used to produce a particular part at a higher level,
:::minating at the last level yielding the final product with direct consumer utility.
. ne sequence of products on the final assembly line impacts greatly on inventory
.'-'relS of parts used directly for assembly and other parts in the sysism. Recently,
::.'-'problem of determining an appropriate product sequence has been attracting a

: .''f attention. The ORV problem is proved NP-hard, even in special cases [37,
: Ilowever, the dynamic programming solution is proposed in [39, 49]. The

.li'problem with pegging assumption is effectively solved in [61], which
--'-:'rced the problem into the weighted PRV problem. Modifying the solution
':-.:riques used for the unweighted single level problem, the pegged multi-level
' .':rem may be solved to optimum in time which is polynomial in the total
:':.,luct demand and the weighted factors.

1.1 .{pportionrnent Problern

.::ere is a very large class of real life problems related to fair division of resources
::::ong competing interests in many areas of applications in the real world, which
:.:., s a significant role in decision sciences. Several types of equity problems
:::se in allocating available resources in integral parts to different subdivisions.
' :re of the problems are efficiently solved (e.g., assignment) whereas others are
' ': solved well yet (e.g., timetabling). One particular problem having wide
:::iications in governmental decision-making is the apportionment problem,
.i:.rch may be of continuous-type (e.g., taxes) and of discrete-type (e.g., seats).
.::r- discrete apportionment problem (DAP) has its origin in the proportional

r.'i::ion system developed for House of Representatives in USA, where each state
:.;r:ives seats in the house in proportion to its population [8]. DAP occurs in all
. .:ls of electoral systems such as in: (a) Federal system: regional representation
-.:-.'-'J on populationo !.9., in USA. (b) Proportional system: political
--.:::sentation based on votes, e.g., in Israel. (c) Mixed system: mixture of federal
: J Dropoftional systems? e.g., in Nepal.
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The DAP is the problem of determining how to divide a given integer number of

representatives or delegates proportionally among the given constituencies

, according to their respective sizes. It is a quite complex kind of discrete fair-

division problem in electoral systems, because all possible apportionment

methods contradict the principle of fairness criteria [16]. In fact, no method

equalizes states under fixed house size allocating minimum requirement of one

seat and states not crossing the house size. Mainly two fairness ideas have been

studied: the first is each state should get either its lower quota or upper quota and

the second is to look at pairwise equity between states. Practically, there always

exists a certain inequality between two states yielding one of the states a slight

advantage over the other. A transfer of one seat from the more favored state to the

less favored state will ordinarily reverse the sign of inequalif,v, so that the more

favored state now becomes the less favored. .and vice-versa. Whether such a

transfer should be made or not, depends on whether the amount of inequality

between the two states. after the transfer, is less or greater than it was before. If

the amount of inequality is reduced by the transfer. then it is obvious that the

transfer should be made. The fundamental problem of quite unexpected

complexity is. therefore, how to measure the amottnt o-f inequaliry between two

states and how to minimize it as far as possible. since it cannot be eliminated

perfectly. The phiiosophy of apportionment must obel' political legitimacy and the

solutions must be acceptable to nation [8].

Though there is not a single method meeting all the reqttirements imposed by

political needs, a so-called perfect apportionment method is supposed to satisfy

some basic properries 157): (a) Quota condition: each state should have its seats

within the lower quota and upper quota (b) House monotonicifl.' when total

number of representatives (house size) increases. then anv state's number of

representatives should not decrease (c) Population rnonotonicity; the number of

representatives of any state should not decrease as its population increases. Also,

any method should not artificially favor large states at the expense of smaller ones

and vice-v ersa (d) Quota ntonotonicity; the actual apportionment of any state

should not decrease as its qllota increases (e) Minimum requirement: every state

must have at least one representative. As a result of using one method or another,

some surplising apportionment paradoxes are found: (a) Alabama paradox" an

increase in the size of the house can cause a state to lose a seat. Hamilton method

in 1880 assigned Alabama 8 seats from house size299, whereas it gave only 7

seats from increased house size 300, (b) Population Parado.x.' an increase in a

:

' .  - l
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i:3te s population can cause it to lose a seat faced around 1900 in Hamilton
:rcthod. If the population of one state is increased while holding the other state's

;..puiation and house size fixed. the former state may lose a seat [58], (c) New
.(;'cile-t paradox: adding new state and increasing house size can cause another
i:lte to lose seats, found in 1907 when Oklahoma became a new state. As a new
-.::te. it got 5 new seats increasing the old house size from 386 to 391. As a result,
''l..ine's apportionment went up from 3 to 4 and New York's went down from 38

:. ,17. But the intent was to leave unchanged for other states, (d) Quota paradox: a
-:-::e ma\/ receive number of seats less than its lower quota or more than its upper

. ..Jra: faced while applying Jefferson's method (e) Migration paradox.' under the

.-..':J total population. house size, number of states and fixed population of a state,
: :s possible that the state can lose seats if there is a population shift between
:lc: trvo states. This paradox affects both Hamilton and divisor methods. These

..::.iJoxes are visualized via geometric representation in [17].

3. MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF THE PROBLEMS

3.1 J IT Sequencing Problem
\..:L\L)se there are r products to be produced within the specified time horizon
,. : : :  t lre integer demands dr.dt.. . . .  d,, such thatl ' , ' ,=,,t ,=D. The t ime needed to

-: iuce one unit is assumed to be independent on the product and time needed to
..',.:cir trom one product to another is assumed to be negligible. Without loss of

:'::eralitv, it can be supposed that it takes one unit of time to produce one unit of

::,-.iuct and thus the time horizon is equal to o time units. If ,, = $ is the ideal

. : . iuct ionratefor thepar tsof type r  suchthat  l " , r=r .  thentheschedul inggoal

' : :ite assembly line is to maintain the total cumulative production of product i

::re total production as close to 4 as possible. This means exactly i<4 units of
-- r '-rci ishould be produced in the f irst , t  t ime periods(t=r,2. .D), which is the

. -., .  :roduction.

-r .  :=1.2... . . .n;k=1.2... . . .D. be the actual cumulative production of product i  in

- '.:ri-' period I through k. For a convex symmetric penalty function F, . i =1.2...., n

:---.:nimum 4(0)=0r the maximum deviation and the sum deviation just-in-time

.:::cing problems are formulated as follows:

[3 5]
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subject to

Z^*=minmax-{(x,  *  -  kr,)
t ,K

zmin =r*I*,I7=rr,(** - q)

Zi=1.=k, k=t,2,"" ' ,D

t( t - r )  <  x i1 r ,  i  =1 ,2 , " " ' ,  n ;  k  =1 ,2 , " " ' ,  D

xip = di ;  i  =1,2, . ."" ,  n

x* is a non-negative integer

(3 ' )

(z.z)

(:.s)

(r.+)

(r.s)

(3.6)
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The constraint (3.3) ensures that exactly /c units are scheduled in periods I through

k, whereas the constraint (3.4) represents the monotone condition (guarantees that

the total production of every product overftis non-decreasing function). The

constraint (3.5) ensures that production requirements are met for each product

(obviously satisfied by any optimal solution); whereas (3.6) is integrality

constraint. These four constraints jointly indicate that exactly one product is

produced during each stage. Moreover, the above formulation (3.1) to (3'6) is an

integer programming problem with cardinality, monotonicity and integrality

constraints. The optimization problem is to find the sequence z=s,,.sr,...,s,, that

minimizes one of the objectives (3.1) or (3.2) underthe constraints (3.3) to (3'6).

Hereafter, we use MDJIT and SDJIT for maximum deviation and sum deviation

J/Z sequencing objectives respectively. Several scientists have studied above

problems via different angles with little-varied objective functions, which are

discussed in Section 4 . The mathematical formulation of multi-level is beyond of

this paper.

3.2 Discrete Apportionment Problem

Assume that there are s states (or parties) indexed i =1,2,...,s , which are to receive

representatives (or seats) from the house ofsize ft. Suppose that the state i has a

population p, Mdthe total population is l",a=o.The 
fundamental problem is

to apportion oih integer seats to state i, under the constraints |,]=r.o,o=o

anda,1,ez* . Anideal apportionment is assumed to satis$ the equation 3=9[ tor

all states, which gives a,, = *,called ideal quota or fair share for state i denoted
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'.. -;.. rot necessarily integer. Since only the integral o,o 
"unbe 

assigned to any

.:"1e. the crucial point is how to handle this problem fairly. One immediate idea is
' :,,tt'ing: for each state, ideal apportionment should either be rounded down to
::j next lower integer or rounded up to the next higher integer; but should never
':rceed these bounds.

. .. :his point, Balinski and Young [6] used the following concept (see [58]): The

..:e:l apportionment # it called exact quota denoted by q,o. The largest integer

::s tiran or equal to r7,,, is called the lower quota /,;the smallest integer greater

:.r-:r or equal to q,o is called the upper quota u, . An apportionment is said to
'..::sti lower quota if it never gives a state less than its lower quota of seats, i.e., if

'- ,.'.. for all I ; to satisfy upper cluota if it never gives a state more than its upper

*..rrt& of seats, i.e., if a,6 < u, for all l; and to satisfu quoto if it does both. i.e., if
': .t ,, ! u, for all I . This is known as quota condition.

4. SOME "r1? SBQUENCING APPROACHES

{. I Heurist ic Frontiers

. ::e heuristic approaches provide comparatively good solutions, not necessarily
:r:mal. Some of the mixed-model sequencing heuristics are developed by

-:-:ic'mic research scientists, while others are emerging as a result of practical
-::iications. A complex heuristic for selecting the production sequence when the

-icctive is to minimize the chance of stopping the line due to overloading
:.:ir idual stations is proposed in [5a]. Monden [52] developed the two greedy
-:::ristics at Toyota, which he referred as goal chasing methods: GCM I and GCM
. see t35l ). The heuristics GCM I and GCM II, designed with product level and

'..:-assembly level, constructed a sequence filling one position at a time from first
-. ': to the last one, considering the variability at the sub-assembly level. In
- :roarison of GCM I, the GCM 11 represented a decrease in computational time,
- :ce the sum is formed only on the components of a given product [62].
: "'rever. the comparative research in [62] and in [63] showed that GCM I

.,':.ormed better than GCM 11 when compared on the basis of maintaining a

" :'.>iant usa-qe of component parts. These heuristics has been found to yield very
- '.: results in the Toyota [34]. Hyundai's heuristic (HII) used an alternative way,

..r:r \\'as developed to approximate the result given by GCM /while reducing
. ':-:s of computation. Duplaga and tsragg [26] concluded that the reduction in
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computational effort related to HH may be significant in situations similar to
automobile assembly where many options and choices are available for final
product configurations. GCM 1is advanced to the extended GCM to consider all
levels in a multi-level production system [51] and introduced another polynomial
heuristic to reduce the myopic nature of the previous heuristic. Moreover, the
myopic nature of the GCM / has been reduced and an exact procedure based on
the bounded dynamic programming is developed in [9].
Miltenburg [48] suggested the squared and absolute SDJIT sequencing objectives
to be minimized as:

( r . r )

(4 .2 )

a j  l  r r

. ' r :

square deviation:

absolute deviation: "r" (*) =I =, I l-,1,,0 - r,,,1
He proposed three algorithms and two heuristics with their mutual assimilation to

solve the problem. The first algorithm finds the nearest integer point to x,o, the

second algorithm solves squared deviation problem (using first algorithm) testing
the feasibility of the schedule, and the third algorithm determines whether the
schedule is feasible. The first heuristic is used with third algorithm to calculate an
entire schedule for the mixed-model JIT production s),stem considering the
product rates, not the parts usage rates. It is one-stage m1'opic heuristic doing one
calculation for each product and then making a selection n'ith complexity o(no)

for each stage. But it does not consider the effect of its current decision on the
variation in future stages. Due to the myopic nature of the first heuristic,
Miltenburg further developed the two-stage second heuristic with the

complexity o(,zo)for each stage, which together with the third algorithm

approximates the variability over the two stages and schedules in such a way that
this variability is as small as possible.

A good heuristic is a simple heuristic with good average performance and
reasonable time complexity. The analysis of the heuristics in [25, 62] showed that
Miltenburg's second heuristic (with third algorithm) is of the highest quality

heuristic. Due to the large size of the products n and their units o, the impression

of Miltenburg's heuristics is not so effective. The various heuristics utilizing
large-size problems and representing realistic situations are compared in [26] and
examined relative performance of those mixed-model sequencing heuristics based
on their ability to develop a sequence for final assembly which smoothes out the

"lrf ;
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:f,te of use of each component part feeding the assembly line. Inman and Bulfin
--r 

ll proposed the min-sum squared sequencing objective

"f (v) =I 
-, Zor-rtr,r 

- tit )2 (4  3)

:.' 
're 

minimized and developed a pseudo polynomial heuristic with complexity
, ' ,:D ) by defining ideal time r,o and needed time y,o of production of each product

'.i::h an efficient EDD rule. They reduced the problem into single-machine
'::eduling with due date r,*. The heuristic yielded better solutions and considered

,':rputationally faster than Miltenburg's heuristics. Ding and Cheng [24,25]
=.,i e a simple two-stage algorithm with complexity o(no) which minimizes the

:::Iion of the two stages and produces a good solution. Miltenburg's third

=.'ritlrrn with second heuristic and Ding and Cheng's heuristic work in
,.:-r:-ntial manner and make use of special structure of the PRI'problem.

'-.::.ichrast et al. [63] constructed the time spread (Z^$ heuristic employing similar
,':lure as GCM 1.with function in which time required to assemble products

- :rnlied. They compared different methods through simulation analysis and
..: : that IS and Miltenburg's third algorithm with second heuristic >^eem to be

. -,::re. Groeflin et al. [28] developed a local search heuristic attempting to
.::- the order of assembly of a pair of products providing near-optimal sequence

: :r-.rlistic-size problems in a reasonable time. The problem with bi-criterion
-:; ' . ive functions of part usage and setup t ime is studied in [9, 43,46,47J,

.,:' r'alues are inversely correlated; viz., maximization of feasibility and
:..:rtzation of setup time is simultaneously desired. This is achieved by using
- , search heuristics, such as tabu search, simulated annealing, genetic

- :::irni. ant colony optimization, beam search, artificial neural network etc.
, :.:.:rir'. the extensive study of objective for parts usage and workload using
, .: :srics can be found in[32,45, 50, 63].

{.1 Perfect Matching Approach for MDJIT

.'f sequencing problem was introduced and studied in the context of JIT car
- i-::.,rn systems [52], where the processor represents a mixed-model assembly
"-' .r:l the d,'rare the quantity of each type of car to be produced. Steiner and

. rir.r : [59] proposed MDJIT problem in absolute form

S (x) = m in *, ,X* lx1, 
-  kr i l
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to be minimized subject to the constraints (3.3) to (:.0) and solved this problem by

reducing to an order preserving perfect matching problem via single machine

scheduling release date/due date decision problem in a bipartite graph. In a graph,

a matching is a subset of edges such that no two edges are incident to the same

node and a perfect matching is incident to every vertex. A graph is bipartite if and

only if it has no circuit of odd length [56]. For a given bounda,the earliest starting

time r(;,;) and the latest starting times t(i,i) are respectively given by unique

in tege rs  such tha t  (+ ) f r -B ) -1<  t ( i , i ) .  ( r ) t r -  a ;  and

(;)rf;- r)+ Bl - |  < L(i,r)< (;)rf ;- r)+ Bl which can be computed for each copy of

each product in a one pass procedure with time complexity o(D) ' where

i =1,2,..., n; j =1,2,..., d, . Hereafter, the 7d copy of product r is denoted by the pair

( i , j ) .

The release date /due date decision problem may be represented as a perfect

matching problem which is constructed in d L', - convex bipartite graph

6=(4vr , E') where v, = |i0. r. ..., o - r) is the starting time,

v ,  =  { { i , i \ : i  =1 ,2 , . . . , n ; i  =1 , r , . . . , d , } ,  i . e . ,  v ,  co r responds  to  the  cop ies  o f  each

product ,  and t '  =  
{ ( r , ( i , i ) ) : t  e  I t ( , . ; ) .  r ( i . i ) ]s , ' r ] .The graphcis  sa id to  be

I / r - convex  g raph  i f  ( i , i ) , ( f , i ) eEw i th i ckeV ,  imp l i es tha t  ( / , 7 )eE fo r i< l<k 'To

find a feasible sequence in the release date/due date decision problem is similar as

to find a perfect matching in bipartite graph c , with additional property that

lower numbered copies of product are always matched to earlier starting times

than higher numbered copies. This type of matching is called as order preserving

matching [59].

Theorem 4.1 The objective (+.+) has a feasible solution if and only if the graph c

has a perfect matching.

Among various forms of EDD algorithm (e.g.. Hodgson and Moore 1968,

Frederickson 1983, Derigs et al. 1984), a modified version of Glover's

(1967)o(ltl) EDD algorithm in 4-convex bipartite graph 6=(v,wvr,r') found an

order preserving perfect matching for n<r. Using a certain bound obtained via

bisection search in the interval [l-r**, r], this rule obtained an optimal sequence

of o units of n products in o (o tog o ) time [2 1 ]. In fact. Steiner and Yeomans [59]

explained the algorithm giving two deficiency cases of stoppage of the algorithm

- : \  f

f Lcor

! t  - - - .

l ! : . . r r
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.:. :ase of too few and too many products for the available time. That is, they
- :..-iuded that the EDD algoithm can stop at time rco-r for one of the two
-*i3S. Defining the lower bound r-1* for target value4 they proved the
: ....ri'ing theorem to find a perfect matching:

J heorem 4.2 For the release date / due date decision problem with the
-.':.-live (t.+), an upper bound is the target value of a=r.

.:- ' : :ns t,={r,2,.. . ,o},Brauner and crama [15] redefined the earl iest and the latest

:: : i :ng t imes respectively as E(i, i)=[#' l  andrl i ,  jr=lt#+r]. Using Hall 's

" ::.:ition to the convex bipartite graph associated with the objective(44), they

:; the following theorem:

i  hcrr rem 4.3 For  a l l  k , ,kre l t ,z , . . . ,D)  wi th  k t<k2,  the object ive @.$ wi th  B < I

-  - ,  =as ib le  so lur ion i f  and only  i f  , f ' l ,max(O, lk  r ,+B)- l&, - t ) r , -Bf )>kr-k ,+ l

.  f " , rnax(0,  lk r r , -B l -L( f t ,  - t ) r ,+BJ)< kr_k,+1.

,. :::nlrer characterized the several algebraic properties of the problern with
-'-.: rrriented lemmas and conjectures. They proved that the MDJIT problem
- - :s in Co-NP. For fixed n, they concluded that the optimization version of the

.' --em can be reduced to integer linear programming with o(n) variables, in
- --.-:rlar. the minimum value of B for the feasibility of the problem can be
. '.::ted in time polynomial in o(log D). From the point of quota apportionment

-:^.'1. rvhich can be described as a version of the EDD algorithm applied with
. - ',:ird B : 1, Brauner and Crama [15] obtained slightly stronger bounds:

I hcrrrem {.4 If  Li = 
e"fr,.D) , i  

=1,... ,n, then optimal value B* of MDJIT problem

- I satisfies the inequaliryriL?-J s a' <t-],.

, : = m,n 
T.?^ 

,,ilxit - kr,lcan also be reduced to the perfect matching problem

: ' :1]. 1-he t6.i1and thete,j)for this problem are computed as the unique

. -J:s si' : 'n by a1i.r,= [+#l and 44i1= Lo#:Z. rJ. fne heavy weightage for
- " --.ar copies of a product restricts the time window loti,il, L(i,il1 and

---,:S3S the separation of consecutive copies of that product in the production

[ 4 1 ]
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sequence. For the optimal value of the problem g,(.r). the upper and lower bounds

are computed as mar,{w,}and min,w,(l-r,) respectively [21].

4.2.1 Prqblem with Sma.ll Deviations

Some conjectures are observed in [5] for the instances of MDJIT with a- <] and

all instances are identified with small deviation. i.e.. vvith B'<lrorn<6. An

instance of the problem (44) with demands dt.d.. ..d,, is called standard if

4 3 dz <... < d,, and gcd(dr,... .dn, D) = | .

Small deviation conjecture (SDQ: tl5] Forn > 3 . a standard instance
(d1,d2,... ,d,,)of the MDJIT problem (+.+) has optimal value 6. =ri) '  ,r .r i f  and

o n l y i f  d y = 2 i - t ,  i  = 1 , 2 , . . . , n .

The small deviation approach is further characterized via the concept of balanced
words [15]. Induction on n is used to show that a periodic. svmmetric and

balanced word wi thr tKrz l . . .<rn,n>3,  ex is ts  i f  and onl f  i f  , ,=#.  which is

known as Fraenkel's conjecture for symmetric case [65]. For any' sequence z with
maximum deviationr", Jost [32] proved that any infinite periodic word with

period z is I- balanced, 2-balanced, ffid 3-balanced on each product i, if

Br.I,8-<f, anrlB*.1, respectively. I t  is observed in [22] that the sequences with

bounds l,],tare properly contained in the sets of 1-, 2- and J- balanced words

respectively. Furthermore, [21] observed that there is no instance (c/,,dt,...,d,,)

with n >of the MDJIT problem that has a feasible solution w'ith a. < ].

According to il5], the validity of SDC is 3<n<6. r,r,hereas Kubiak [40] proved

SDC for any n > 3 by showing that if a' < { , then all copies of all products must be

sequenced in their ideal posit i""r 
[+l 

for copyTof product i  ( j  =r,2,.. . ,4). His

geometric approach relied on the ideal positions and on svmmetry of regular
product polygons inscribed in a circle of circumference o such that each polygon

corresponds to a different product having d, corners (the number ffis referred

as the ideal corner of copy,r ) for product t 
" l+l 

points on the perimeter of the

circle. He proved for n=2 that there are infinitely many instances with optimal
value less than j in the following theorem.

: g : f , f , : 3

; r  t ,  ,  - !

- t _ - r
, , " " - +  i _ .
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Tlcorem 4.5 For n = 2, theoptimal value of the MDJIT objective (+.+; is less than
{ if and only if one of the demands dror dris even and the other is odd.

Kubiak further presented a complete characterization of instances with small
&r'iations (i.e., Iess than |) for two products,'and consdquently characterized the
instances with small deviations for any number of products. Finally, he exploited
thcse results to prove special cases of the well known Fraenkal's conj,ectwe.

fJJ Problem with two Products
Brauner and crama [15] studied the MDJIT problem with two products (tt=2)
nith ideal production rates r, and rr=t-tt, formulating the problem to find a
I' D matrix x =(x,t) that minimizes

,!l%(l''- 
- 4l, l** - brl) (4.s)

sbject to

x11, * x2p = k, k = 7, 2, . . . ,  D

x i ( * * t1<x i *  i =1 ,2 ;  k  =2 ,3 , . . . ,D

x i o = 0 ,  x i p = d 1 ,  i = l r 2

x i p  !  Z n ,  i = 1 , 2 :  k = 1 , 2 , . . . , D

Tbc optimal solution of this problem is obtained and computed in polynomial time
rs follows: A matrix Xdefined byx,o =[r4]and xzr,=k-lkrl,k=1,2,...,D is an
optimd solution of the two-product-typed MDJIT sequencing problem(+.s).

Coosequently, at every instant /c, this fact permits to determine efficiently which
poduct should be produced at time t. And the optimal value Bf is computed by

6e formulu , '=+l$j, where A= ,,? =, = ,2 .It is noteworthy.that theAL2J' gcd(d1,D) gcd(dt,D)' " '

atlr -r defined as above actually minimizes the deviatio n x,, - kr, for all k and, i .
So it is optimal for the MDJIT problem and the SDJIT problem as well, with any
Gmvex and symmetric penalty function F,.

|.3 Assignment Approach.for SDJIT
x$iak [37] and, Kubiqk and Sethi [38] reducedthe SDJIT objective (3.2) under
L given constraints therewith into an equivalent solvable assignment problem,
*ing r, as a unimodal convex symmetric penalty function satisfying4(0)= o and

I43l
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Fie)>o,y*0, i=1,2,...,n The core idea of the assignment algorithm is calculation

of ideal position and the assignment costs: The ideal position for eactr product i is

computed by the formula ti =l+1,'n=1,2,....., n and i =1,2,.'...',di' which is the

ceiling of the unique crossing point of (i,;) satisffingq(;-4) =r,(i-r-to';). Let

cj*>o be the cost of assigning (i,;) to the period t. This sequencing cost is

computed by the formula:

l>irr ' , ,  :  k.z ' i
c ; = j  0  ;  k = Z ' i

lz:::,;,/',, ; k, z';

where v ' i ,= l l i - tn l -1;- t - t i l l ,  and( i , ; )er-{( ; , ; ) i i=r ,2, . . . ,n; i=t ,2, . . ' ,d i l , l=r ,2," . ,D

Defining the production variabla xi,r = t , if (i,;) is assigned to period k and 0, if

otherwise, Kubiak and Sethi [38] obtained the following result:

Theorem 4.6 An optimal solution to minimize SDJIT objective

the constraints (s.r) to (3.6), can be obtained from any optimal

assignment problem:

r:,t 

"',,'llr"o,"rZli,'ll'"r= r' & = t'2" D

l!- r r '1 t  
= t ,  ( i ,  i )e  t

x t i t  =  0  a r  l ,  k  =1 ,2 , . . . . . ,D ,  ( i , i ) e  t

minimize

subject to

(r.z) subject to

solution of the

(+.e )

(4 .7 )
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The feasibility and the optimality of this problem are subsequently proved in [38].
The assignment problem is efficiently solvable; viz. the problem with zo nodes

can be solved in o(o3) time [55]. Moreover, there are p2 values rzjT to calculate

and then d values cik to calculate, each taking qD) steps, which shows that the

computation of the assignment costs takes O@3)steps, Balas et aI.l2l developed a

parallel algorithm which can efficiently solve assignment problems with 900

million variables.

It is proved in [22] that the assignment problem cannot be solved at optimality

only under the constraints (4.7) to (4.9), however needs another constraint, not of
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jj-iicnment type: rf (i,i, tc) and (i, j" k') are feasible schedules with k <k,,

:-"-i:r.r . j',i.e.,lower indices copies are produced earlier, which imposes an order
: copies of a product. This constraint is essential as it ties up the copy 7 of a

::rrduct with the i'h ideal position for the product. Looking on the efficiency, the
':ier of the copies can be reordered for the optimality and the latter copies can be
::..duced earlier in the production sequence. The approach proposed in [37, 3g]
: : .SDJIT is applicable to any tp-notm; and in particular to /-- norm minimizing

";).JIT 
objective [22]. Some structural properties of the min-sum pRV problem

::: described in [1].

-t.-r.l Problem with Cyclic Sequences

-:e optimal JIT sequences for min-sum problem are cyclic [40] which is a
:-::c'ring idea having potential to reduce the computational effort in constructing
:::mal sequences. It is proved that if B is an optimal sequence for the instance

:- -d,, then concatenation p"' of m copies of B is an optimal sequence for
-.: iJ.f lce md1,md,,.. . ,rd,,.  The even instances of the form 2ar,2d.,.. . .2ct, for some

: s:tive integers d1,d2,...,d,, are considered with feasible sequences of length

- -' ',i'here o = 
| i=,a, 

. The three operations folding, shuffling and unfolding are

-'-'i to prove the existence of optimal cyclic sequences rather than to determine
-::nal sequences. The optimal sequence to the original problem can be obtained
' :he three steps (i)by calculating the greatest common divisor mof d,.dr....,d,,

:\ using the algorithm in Kubiak and Sethi [38] to obtain an optimal sequence

: 
: + ,* and (;ii)by concatenating the sequen ce m times to construct an

-:.: :ral sequence for the original demands d1,d.,. . . . ,d,,.

I  hcorem 4.7 (Existence of cycl ic sequence) If  z=s1,. i2,.. . ,rp.,s D+1,...1s2p is a

-  - -  : ie  sequence for  2ar ,2d1, . . . ,2d, , ,  then a sequence z '= z1,22, . . . ,zp.Zpay; . . . ,22p,
';rr' r occurs exactly d, times in each of the two halves 21.21,...,211 and

. r. p , cdrr be constructed s. t. .Z^in(:') < Z,nin (;) .

I hrrrrem 4.8 (optimality of cyclic sequence) If B is an optimal sequence for
- '.r lth the integer demands dr,dz.. ,4, , then fo' (^>t; is optimal sequence with

-  . : : - - : rndS mdr ,n td . . . . . , f f id , ,

[45]
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For furttrer knowledge of cyclical property, we refer to [11; 40, 61].

4.4 Dynamic Programming ApProach

A dynamic programming (DP) procedure to determine the optimal JIT ptoduction

schedule for single-level mi6-sum problem is presented in [49], considering usage

and loading goals simultaneously. The usage goal maintains a constant rate of

usages of ail items in the system whereas the second goal smooth the work load

on the final assembly process to reduce the chance of the production delays and

stoppages by balancing the products having long production times with the

products having relatiyefy short pro{uction times.

The DP formulation: Taking the notations as in Section 3.1, we let r, be the time

required to produce one unit of product iand define usage and loading

variabilities at stage kby ur=l',1**-fr,;12 atld I+=l',',=,,i1',t-ra12. Itr this case, the

joint problem is to seek integer .r,r minimizing the objectiv 
" to=r'*''o*a1r4t urldsr

constraints (3.3) to(3.5), whele a, anda,.are relative weights for usage and

loading goals. If a, =t, d! 0, then the problem converts into the usage problem. '

If a,, --0, dt=l, then the problem converts to the loading problem. If vo is joint

variability at stage/c, we have

,o=o.L',-r(x1p-kr, lz *o,.1', ' ,=rr, '{xp-kr)2 =ln-r{ou +a1.r,271t,1 -b,)2 =Z',.r ' ," ' ,0-kr)2 '

where r,2 =otr+ap;z. Here, 4 is refened as the implied production time for product

i. Hence, the SDJIT objective function to be minimized can be restated as

.  s r D  s r a  1  -  . a
mmlmlze 

L oo/ =rT1"@i.p'k4)"
(4. I o)

The DP procedure: Let the demand vector be d=(d1,d2,...,d,') and the product

vector be ,Y = (x1, s2,..., x,) in which each x, is a non negative integer representing

the production of exactly x, units of product i, xi3d1,Yi.Let e, be unit vedtol with

n enties, all of which are zero except a single one in l'position. Products

inX can be produced in first & periods if * = lxl= I *,', 
Let 7(x) be minimal total

variation of any schedule where the products in x are produced during the first

frstages and let *trl=I*,1211-krfl2. Then the following DP recursion process

holds for y1x1:
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" r  ( x )  =  f  ( 4 . x r . . . ' . x , )=  m in { / ( x  -  e , )+  g (x ) : r  =  1 , . . . . n ;  x ,  - l  >  0 }

f  ( x ) =  - f  ( x  : r i  =  0 ;  I  =  1 , . . . , n ) =  f ( 0 , 0 , . . . , 0 ) =  o .

L.earlr', .f (x)>0 andg(x:.x, =0; i=1,...,n)=0. The following theorern states the time

::i the space complexities of the above procedure (see [49] for the proof).

Theorem 4.9 The Dp recursion solves (4.r0) in ,[ ,11r,tr, . ' t)  t ime and

. \
I l  _,(r '+r) j  space.' /

'.':re that total number of feasible schedule k 
^#^, 

which is considerably

-:JCr than the number of stages in the Dp recursion. Moreover,

- f l  - ,  -  ss (d t l t - . . - : 32 : ' l ' - f  D* , ' ) ' .
r r  \  n  /  t  n  )

^.:s. the growth rate of the number of sets is polynomial ino, although it is
il.:onential with n. This indicates that the DP procedure is effective for small
'3\en with largepand hence it,significantly reduces the space complexity. The
::rnization process that run in polynomial time in D for all products, produced
:: a given time horizon is presented for two instances of the single-level

- -  : iem [49] .
': DP procedure for general multi-level problem is developed in [39], which is

" rolvnomial in Dt and consequently, seems to be effective for small number
:- :roducts n1 evefi when the total product demand Di is large. During the

-'::-neration process, an excessive amount of time or space is reduced by using
' ::e fast heuristic as a filter which eliminates any states from DP 's state space
:.-.:: u'ould lead to no optimality. Two myopic heuristics to generate the filter are
-:.'rosed in [39]. If the heuristics yield near-optimal sequences, then the state
.:::e size can be reduced.

5. METHODS OF APPORTIONMENT

i,I Largest Reminder Method
:.:s is the simplest method of apportionment proposed by A. Hamilton (known as

-::rod of Hamilton), used to apportion the House of Representatives in USA
- : 1850 to 1900 under the name of Vinton method of 1850. Computing the fair
':-i:e q,h, each state is given its lower quota of seats [q*)). Then the states are

[47]
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listed in order beginning with the state having the largest fractional remaindsr

(q,n-t,\ and contin,ring ol down to the state with the smallest such rernainder' The

remaining seats are then assigned one each to the states ranking with the highest

fractional part on the list, titt ttre house is full' It is somehow based on quota

system. Its mathematical model is: minimize l'--r(o,o-q,n)' 
s't' l'-,a'n=l 

and

ai1,2t. Clearl.y-, it is a constrainrEd integer programming pnoblem seeking for

integer al,locstioms @,hffiid eile se\rcr IESS &rm 'urilty and staying as close as

possible to fair:shares g,r.. i$,mdfiton'ohserved at absolu'te deviation' whose gtobat

min-maxprwertyis:minmaxla,,l-qi6l 'ThismethodissummarizEdasfollows:

Algorithm 5. l (The Laryest Renninder Algorithm):

Stepl .Conrptr teain=|f , , theideal( f rant ional)valuethatgivesperfect

proPortionalitY.

Step 2. Set 4 = q,, -lQinl, the fractional remainder of qin'

Stef f . Assign o,1, =lQ,tl, for i =1,2, ': ' ,n

Step 4. Let n=h-Z',=ra,5, ba the number of seats that remain to be

allocated' 
)re seat to states/parties having the rargest

Step 5. If R>o"assign one m(

fractional remainders r, '

This method satisfies quota'rule, however suffers Alabama' population and new

states paradoxes. To avoid these shortcomings and motivated by the need for

house-monotone methods, Huntington Szs, {ol developed the divisor methods

(section 5.3). env monotone solution can ue chwacteized by identifying the

sequence in whictt,the states successively gain seats as the house size n increases'

The divisor-based methods, known as the methods of highest averages' vary

according to the form of divisors'

5.2 Quota Method .. E .
BalinskiandYoung[6]provedthatthereisnodivisormethodthatsatisfiesquota;
only the method ;iht smallest divisor satisfies upper quota (ceiling of exact

representation) and only the method of the largest divisors satisfies lower quota

(floor of exact representation)' As a refinement of the Huntington methods, they

devised Quota method of apportionment, which avoids both the Alabama paradox
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r:i Quota paradox. Instead of comparing all the states in the minimization of
'.-..''rtchangedness; only sf,ates that are eligible to receive a seat or to lose a seat are
- :-qidered. Eligibility means that they wonrt exceed upper quota or won't go
-:.rn'lower quota upon receiving or loosing a seat. However, this method is
-.-,-ied favoring large states, since Jefferson's method is used to compare the
:r:is. To avoid this flaw, in the uniqueness proof for their method, Balinski and
: -:ns proved that Quota method is the only method which satisfies three
-i j rirements: satisfying quota, house monotonicity and mathentatical consistency.
' 1 .re precisely,

lheorem 5.1 The quota method is the unique apportionment method which is
- --ie monotone, consistent and satisfies quota.

-': .\,t (p,h) be set of apportionment methods. If 7 e a(p;n\, and

:.it)=q andif q,(p,i)denotes the quota of state i,then the state iis eligible at

- .  f o r i t s  (a+ t ) ' '  sea t  i f  a ,<q , (n ,h+ t )= ry .

' : : :ning el igible set as E(a,h+t)={ies:i  isel igible for ai+1ar h+t\, the quota
. - ' : i rhm is:

\lsorithm 5.2 (The Quota Algorithm):

Step l.  Start with 7(p, 0) = 0, that is, a, =0, i  =t,2,.. . ,s

Step 2. Find a state I e E(a,h+t)such that 
ih 

= 
,.q?,f.rfh

Then I  (p , ,h+1)-  a ,+ l  foronesuch r  andf  (n , ,n+t)= a j  for  j  * t

Step 3. Repeat step 2 until all seats are allocated.
-.:r3rmore, a class of new apportionment methods (including Quota method) is
::.'l in [58] that are also house monotone and satisfy quota. The first

-,:;:leriStic of this method is that all of them are defined recursively as follows:
' :' trivial case of a house of size 0, all states are assigned 0 seats. At all larger
-': sizes, the apportionment is the same as at the next lower house size, but

:l:e additional seat assigned to one of the states according to specified rules.
' r:-cuential procedure assures house monotonicity. The second characteristic
'-' -rse of eligibility set: a set of those states which are eligible to receive the

-:.: , ;ral seat, denoted byE(iz), where & is house size. The el igibi l i ty set r(t)at

. r'use size t' > o consists of all states i that satisfy the two tests- The upper
-: ::s/. state i satisfies upper quota test, if a,(n-\. 

",(h), 
where z, is the upper
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quota. The llouw t(luaotta ,ellf; il,Et ,q be th! house sizp, atufiich state i first becomes

entitled to ro.bffiin dhe mext M, ri-!_ ft; is the mallest *::. rtr. o, 
_, 

o 
.ut 

wtrich the

lower quotaof stare tis grea,&er,orqual tu t(r-,; or 4 = 
| +I:=,t, I

Foreach,housesize g htheinterval *tls<lr,define s,(g'i)=a4n-r+t (thenurnber

of seats that state i has in a house of si.ze ft before an dditional seat is assigned

+1); for j*i, s,(s,i)= max{a,(r=l), lu(,40" If S!fe is no house size g , h<g3h:,

for which I.,", (g,i) t s , then state ; satisfies the lower quota test' The eligibility

set t(lr) consists of all states which may receive the available seat without causing

a violation of quota either at hot any larger house size'

That is, E(h)={/e state: irA state passes the upper and the lower quota tests}'

still [58] proved that the eligibility set E(1,)contains at least one state' for&>0;

and atl apportionment methods in the class are house monotone and satisff quota'

The states from f(lr)can be chosen in various ways' for example (i)by using

ranking functions (population, land area, alphabetical order, percent of minorities

or women in population etc), (ii)by using random selection, (iii)by using quota-

divisor methods,which are based on divisor methods. The only difference is that

the states in quota divisor methods must be from r(l) ' This algorithm is defined

as fotlows [33]:

(i) u(p,0)=0, (i i) If aeM(e,h) and t, ieE(h) satisfies h=^fff i

Then a eM(n,a+r) with bt = ot +1 for i=t  ef ld b =ai for i+t '

It is really difficult to find a perfect apportionment method meeting all the desired

requiremlnts. Even the quota methods for congtessional apportionment are non-

unique [aa]. In this regard, Balins\i and Young [8] established the following

famous ImpossibilitY Theorem:

Theorem 5.2 There are no perfect apportionment methods' Moreover' it is

impossible for an apportionment method to be population monotone and stay

wiifrin the quota at tile same time for any reasonable instance of the problem

( s > - 4  a n d h > s + 3 ) .
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5.3 Divisor Methods

Ihe divisor methods comprise a family of monotone methods involving a notion
::',ounding, each of which is defined by a monotone increasing divisor function
j r such that a<d.(a)<a+1. Huntington [30] made the systematic study of divisor

:.e:hods based upon the rank-index ,(p,d=h,d(a)+o and thefairness meosure

-:, 
+, 

minimizing pairwise measures of inequity between two states iandi

.-. 8].where p and a represent the population and the apportionment vectors.

lhe state achieving maximum of Ttd gains thelh+l),h seat. For given n. Iet f,

:lJ - represent the average district sizes and the share of representatives

:rslectively of state i, and an apportionment method ,vr is said to be house

ritrlrotor! if for everv apportionment solution f e,V. we have f(p.n)<J'(p.h+t).
,'::cticallv, there always exists a certain inequality between two states. which
- '. es one of the states a slight advantage over the other. The state i is better off
' . : , : :r Stcte i ,  i f  : t ' ,  

t .An apport ionment ais stable i f  no transfer of one seat

:: n a better off state ito a less well off state/ reduces the value of the

.:.equality. The local measures of inequalities can be rearranged by cross-
::'.:ltiplication in 2a =t6 different ways by taking different combinations of
: : .a,o, [81. The a(a) and the rank-indices are not unique (see Table 5.1).

.: a tie occurs between states with unequal populations (extremely unlikely),
ii,.:tington suggested that it should be broken in favor of the larger state. His
-::roach made remarkable use of pairwise comparison of local measures of
:.:.:uitv to be minimized between two states iandi, which are not unique as

l. Adam's Method: absolute representative surplus --, ",-r,(+)'  ' \ p ,  
)

:. Dern's Method: absolute difference in average district sizes --* l+-+l
lu '  u t  I

-:. Hill's Methocl: relative differences in both district sizes and shares of a

reprcsentar ive *  l : ' -  + l  /^ , " (+.+)  and ly-  + l  
/  (  o '  a '  )

l a l  o i  l l  \  o ,  o i  )  l p ,  o , - l /  
^ t " l  

" '  
, ,  )
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Method: absolute difference in shares of a representative

Jeffersoq's Method: absolute representative deficiency -

Table 5.1 The best known Divisor methods

Methods Alternative
names

When used Divisor
d(o)

Rank-index
r(p, q)

Pairwise
comparison

-t, > :J-
Pi  P1

Adams
(A)

Smallest
divisors

p
A , -a ; (L \,  t  . p j .

Dean
(D)

Harmonic
means

za(a+t)

2a+ l

P
2 q l a - 1 ,

2 u  + l

L_ p,
a.i ai

Hin
(H)

Equal
proportion

I 940 - date J{;;n p

v r a  ( d -  l )

a , P  t  I- -  |
a  i P i

Webster
(w)

Major
fractions

1 8 4 0 , 1 9 1 0 ,
l  930

a + + p

a*+
a i  _  

a . i

D .  D ,

Jefferson
(r)

Largest
divisors

r792-1830 a+1 P
a + l oitll-oi

Fluntington L29,30I showed that method of equal proportion (MEP) is the best of

the five divisor methods. since it relies on the most natural measure of inequality,

the relative difference. He was supported by two selection committees which

reported to the president of the National Academy of Sciences in 1929 [i3] and in

1948 [53]. Both of these reports pleaded for MEP because it is unambiguous and

house monotone yielding apportionments that are neutral with respect to emphasis

on larger and smaller states. Moreover, MEP is consistent: If (n,") and (p',a') are

tied (two states having equal populationsp= p'), then any method vshould be

indffirent between such states. That is, for Sorll! p, h, f;(p,h)= a, znd fi\,h)= o' ,

if a solution /evgives the (t'+t)'h seat to state i, then there should be an

alternative solution seM,identical withlup to h (i.e., en=fn) that gives the

(n+\'hseat to stateT. Any method having this property is called consistent.

Moreover, consistency means if (p,a)- (p', o'), then any two states with

populations p, p' and apportionments d, e' equally deserve a seat. Divisor

method based on r(p,a) is

(  p , \
a i l  *  l -  a  i  .' \ P , )

I

rh
Jd
h
Gl

n -
Gr
erD.

-il. I

-rnr

flrt

rylr

hr*
i l ;

|  . {

b r

. 0 t - ,

r l
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u(p,n)={" .0 ' I* ,  d i=h.  mu.r(p, .a,)=Tl t  rQ,." , - ) l  (5.1)

Theorem 5.3 t7] An apportionment method * it uhouse rnonoton. and consistent

if and only if it is a Huntington method.

Huntington [30] examined 64 different measures of local inequity considering

different combinations of pi,p,ei,a, between two states including 32 relative and

i2 absolute differences. All of the relative differences and two of the absolute

differences' lead to MEP. His noble approach is pairwise transfer of seats among

states according to the priority basis to balance the apportionment. A transfer is

made from the more favored state to less favored state if this reduces the inequity

measure between two states.

Theorem 5.4 Between two states i and i, the assignment (Al) a, +t and a, is better

assisnment than (A2) a, and a, + 1 if and oniy if + , -=L
vt-(,JD' ,l;,1";t)

Proot We prove the theorem when the state i is more favored in (Al) with

; -#>0and  the  s ta teT is  more  favo red  i n (A2)  w i th  f  
- j ; >0 .  Now ( l l )  i s  a

t'etter assignment than (A2) if and only if

p ,  l o ,  
-  p ,  f  ( a ,  + t \  p , (a ,  + t ) -  p ,n ,

- --------------it

p , l \o,  * t)  ppr
P , ( n , * t ) -  p , n ,

t53l

p .  o t -  p , l @ , + l )

p, , ' la, + l)

pl pi
9 - \ -

a , ( a ,  - l )  a , l a ,  + l )p ,ct,

are

be

J )

an

the

\ote that some inequality measures are unworkable" w'hich may lead to infinite

c'.cling of solutions, e. g.. 
,-+ ana \-{, where +=+ Keeping deep

::rsights to the traditional divisor methods. Oyama [55] gave ARPT (average ratio

lairw'ise transfer) rule, which implied larger stable region than Huntington's one.

He viewed the apportionment methods from the angle of constrained optimization

problem. restricting its application to the case when one state is over-represented

absolutely and the other under-represented absolutelv. that is. when 

", 
f;, i

i,:1. The main idea of divisor (rank-index) methods is:

.{lgorithm 5.3 (Rank-index Algorithm):

Stc-p l .  Start with f (p,0) = 0, that is, qi = 0. i  = 1,2-... .s

Step 2. Find a state t such that , (p,, a, ) = rl* , (p,, o,)

T h e n  a ,  = a t + l  a n d  a , = s  f o r  j + t
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Step 3. Repeat step 2 until all h seats are allocated

5.3.1 Parametric Divisor Methods
"  

l l

A parametric divisor method'denoted by|o,is a divisor method//based on.

d(a)=aa5,whele g<dsl. The divisor methods l, W, J ate parametric with

6=0,6=0.5,d=.1 r! pectivety. Saint-Lague favored lA and d'Hondt favored,/.

Condorcet proposed slightly di-fferent parameter 6 : 0.4. We have proposed

d-0.7i[ Section 5.3.2. Being linear divisor functions, parametric'methods are

eomputationally very efficient. Moreover, they are cyclic generating cyclic JIT

sequences: for, two instances of the ,//7 sequencing Dt = dt, d2,..'.',dn and

Dz = kDt = kdr, kdz,....,,kiln,the Sequenc e for D, is obtained by ft repetitions of the

, sequence for problemD,.:Note that'as d increases from O to l, seats being

given-up by the smaller states in favor of the larger states [4].

Lemma 5.1 A pararnetric method /" gives-up to another parametric method 4p if

and.only i fa<F.

Thus parametric method /d is m'ost favorable to smaller states with d = 0 and

most favorable to larger states with a=1. The fundamental three properties of

parametric method are as follows. Anonymity: the solutions must depend only on

the values of the data, not on the order,in which the data is presented. Scale'
'invariancy: 

Q(p,h)=0(1p,h), for all A>0; Exactness: if Pis integer valued

andl ,pi= h, thgn pis the unique solution/(p,h)= p. A method p is balanced if

a eQ(p,h) and pi = p, imPlies la, - arl< t .

Lemma 5.2 Aconsistent, exaCt arid:anonymous method is balanced.

An apportionment method /, is cyclic, if aeQ(p,h),pinteger implies

, a+ p eQ(p, h+ pr), for an exatnple, Hamilton method is cyclic.

Theorem 5. 5 t4l A divisor method / is parametric if and only if it is cyclic.

There are infinitely many parametric divisor functions lying between a and

a + ! depending upon the value of ds. t. o<dst. We identify the two slightly

new divisors, to which we eall mean-based divisors.

5.3.2 Mean-based Divisor Methods

The two mean-based divisor (MBD) functions are computed from available five

divisors, both of which are based on arithmetic mean. The first divisor is
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-':' ' i;ated by the mean of all divisors whereas the second is calculated by the- :-:: of Webster's and Jefferson's divisors. The first divisor falls between Hill,s
:---.: \\.ebster's divisors, immediate right to Hill,s divisor capturing the properties
:. roth. Obviously the second one lies between Webster's and Jefferson,s

:.'. :-itrrs. The first divisor (MBDI) is computed as:
l t -

d ( u \ = l l o + 4 ! + -
5  L  t a + l

I  J - .  r  2 a ( a + l )= ; i  ) A  r ; r - ; ; ; *
) L
, r

_  I  I  
roa2+tea+z(ua+r)GGID+: l

5  |  2 ( : a+ l )  
I

-  r  o l ,  +r  oo*z( :o+r  ) r /o(or  D*t
10 (2a -  t )

y ( a )
=  

, , i ; t  '  u 'here  Y ' (a )  =  16a:  +16u +  2(2a  +1; t [1 '  *  r ;  * :

- :":spcctive ranlc-index is ,(p.o)=##. The second divisor (MBD2) is

;. ' l ted as:

, to1=l fa* !+o- t ]=a* ] ,  and the respect ive rank_index is  , (p .a)=;k

-'-r:ir the second divisor is parametric, whereas the first is not. The actual
-':"ro1.l of our divisors among the existing five divisors can be sketched from the
. ii ing inclusion with the notations from Table 5.1 :

i ' r , ,poSi t iOn 5"1

. : : r c l u s i o n h o l d s t r u e  I  < D  < H  < M B D I < W  < M B D Z < J  ( 5 . 2 )  
.

' "s. our divisors are positioned in the neighborhood of Hill's and Webster,s
:sors' As Hill's and Webster's methods are considered to be mathematically. ' -::al with respect to ernphasis on larger and smaller states, near to ideal fraction. : ''onsistent, the proposed new divisors yield the better results in apportioning

" 
seats to states/parties. With this discussion, we establish the followins

_ :.J ll1 :

I heorem 5.6 The mean-based divisors MBD\ and MBD| generate the-: :'iou,rrents, which are near to ideal, consistent, monotone and neutral.
. ::ls settse' we claim that our divisors clearly point out the location of ideal- :,ionnrent, standing in the "middle" of the divisors of other methods, and so
-.' :re l,etter than others. Ijowever, we agree that time complexity of our
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methods is higher than other methods. The local measure of inequalities to be

minimized under these two new divisors is considered with relative difference as

given by Hill-Huntington" it is because the method yielding the smallest relative

difference is taken as the best method. Together with our divisors, we argue that

method of equal proportion is stable with the relative difference given by

,  = l+ -  T l / ^ i ^ t+  ! r  = o,t ,  a  
thu ;  u  i  ^  / /  \

|  * n *
r .  I U I  n  n

a ; P ,  r '  r l
( 5  3 )

The ideal position is r = o, which is very rare in practical. Therefore. the measures

of inequality between two states can not be eliminated perfectly; and hence the

fundamental objective is to minimize the measures of inequality as far as possible

to reach the ideal position. To this point, we refer [64].

5.4 Other Approaches

There are other several methods of apportionment suggested by many

mathematical scientists and political theorists. The balanced method is proposed

in [57] to minimize the advantages of large states over small states. With the

earlier notations, the following formula is used to find the apportionment for

s t a r e i ,  u , = f f i . w h e r e  t = c f r *  4 . T h e e x a c t q u o t a  #  o f  s t a t e  i  i s m u l t i p l i e d

by a proportion that is somewhat bigger than one. The epsilon (O < s < t) is

balancing out the effect of truncation, but favoring large states. To reduce this

effect and to satisfy upper quota, there is another numberc', balancing that effect

and making sure that the results satisfy quota. This method satisfies quota and is

uniform for all states. However, it favors small states and admits the Alabama

paradox. Compared to other methocis, this provides a better alternative if one

wishes to give an adrzantage to smaller states and stay within quota' The

generalized apportionment problem (GAP). a more general formalization. is

studied in [12] and solvecl via optimization procedure of a very broad class of

discrepancy functions. In addition of presenting a synthesis of the classical

approaches to the apportionment, the generalized divisor methods (GDMs) are

defined, that optimized a family of general discrepancy functions for the GAP. A

method for determining which discrepancy functions are optimized by any given

GDM, is established in [2], including the classical divisor methods. The method

is applied to resolve the minsum problem. indicating a possible line of research

that the approach can be extended to the resolution of minmax problems.

:

. ' l t
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6. LINKAGEI JIT SEQUENCING VERSES APPORTIONMENT

5.1 Transformations of the fwo Problems

Esrablishing the relation between PRV problem and apportionment, Bautista et al.

[ 0] stated that the -Il7 sequencing problem can be seen as a constrained
scquential apportionment problem. The monotone condition of PRV problem is
equivalent to house monotonicity. They indicated that the algorithm of Inman and
Bulfin [31] is the Webster divisor method of apportionment. Balinski and Shahidi

i5J proposed a strong approach to JIT sequencing via axiomatics, which are
originally developed for the apportionment problem.

The axiomatic method of apportionment depends on some socially desirable
:haracteristics, such as satisfying quota, house and population monotonicity etc,
'.rhich must be satisfied for the solution of apportionment problem. However, the
:":possibility theorem of Balinski and Young put a limitation that there is no
:t:i,-'ct appoflionment method satisfying all properties. The PRV problem in terms

"'f parametric divisor methods is studied in t4l. J6zefowska et al. t33]
--:aracterized some of the algorithms of JIT sequencing via apportionment theory
riith suitable transformation of the problerns: Adding some sirnilar properties, we
rr3sent the notational interrelation of the two problems as follows 123,64]:

Table 6.1 JIT sequencing verses apportionment

Number of products n
Product i

Vector of demands d
Demand d, for product i
Position in sequence fr

Actual production x,,
Ideal production k4

Total  demand o=f 
'  

a,
Lr i=l

Monotone condition in JIT e house monotone in apportionment

TJrus. the two problelns can be seen from the same window and handled in similar
*avs in most of the instances, such as the parametric divisor methods of
33tortionment generate cyclic just-intime sequences, The further algorithmic
:haractertzations and joint approaches are discussed in the following sections.

<3 number of states s
<> state i
<) vector ofpopulations p
<+ population p, of state i
<t size ofhouse ft
<t oih to state i, for house size h
<> exact quota qih

<+ totalpopulation o=Il .o,
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6.2 Algorithmic Characterization of the two Problems

It is observed in [10] that Inman-Bulfin (18) algorithm [31] to minimize the sum

deviation objective (+.:) is equivalent to Webster divisor method. The optimal

value iS fqund by applying EDD rule taking r* as due dates, and reducing into

single machine scheduling problem. In IB algorithm, the units are sequenced

according to the increasing order of the values T ana in Webster method, the

rank-index is2_. Thus both procedures are equivalent and so Webster method

optimizes (4.3) with due dates t,r,, =T.

Steiner and Yeomans [59, 60] proposed a graph theoretic polynomial time

algorithm (say, Sf algorithm) to minimize the MDJIT problem (+.+) with the

targeted bound a. based on the following theorem:

Theorem 6.1 A ,./12 sequence with minmarlx,r -*).t exists iff there exists a

sequence that associates the part (i.;) in the intervalIr(,,;), t(t.i)7, where

.  T  " l  .  |  ,  ,  |  . r  r .  .  r  ^ r  r - ^ - - ^  ^ ^ - r '
E(i. i)=l+tr-a)l and L(i. i)=L*tr-r+B)+r.J are the earliest and the latest starting

times respectively of (i,7) in the final production sequence.

The^SI ,a lgor i thmtes ts theva luesofa f romthe l i s tg=2#,+- . . - ,

in ascending order.

For each a, the algorithm calculates the r'(,.7) andr(i,;)for each part (i,v)' and

assigns k=1,2.....D starting with t=land ending with t=D to the yet unassigned

but still available at &. A pair (i,7) is available at eif and only if r1i,i';< k<L(i,i).

If some pairs cannot be assigned, then the value of a is rejected as infeasible.

Brauner and Crama [5] proved that at least one of the values of ain the above

list is feasible, and hence we have, minmax lx,r - t nl.t - * .

If r' is feasible, then all B,B'<B<r--| are feasible as well. The smallest feasible

B is denoted by a- and referred to as optimum. It is proved in [33] that S/

algorithm is a quota-divisor method of apportionment:
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Theorem 6.2TheSf  a lgor i thmwi thB,  B*  <B<l  andat ie  r ( i .  i )=r ( t . l )  bet rveen i

-, : i  , t  broken by choosing the one with *i"{+(/-r+B).i tr-r.a)} is a quota-

:. ' ,  isor method withd(a) = a+ B .
'.1,,.reo.n'er. 

SI'algorithm is a quota-parametric method with a = a .
{,''-.ring deep insights in Tijdeman's chairman assignment algorithm [65],' .r .-tb*'ska 

et al. [33] obtained the stronger upper bound t-7fi  thanr-j-.

.  : :rning the set Jk, k=1,2,.. . ,D of el igible states, they proved that Ti jdeman's

.:,- ' ' r i thm is quota-divisor method with d(a)=a+A, where t=t-#z.Further
----or,ving the eligible set, they showed that Tijdeman algorithm is quasi quota-
- : ' .  isor  method.
' 

zelbwska et al. [33] characterized Kubiak-Sethi I,KS) aleorithm based on rhe
' ...rn'ing three lemmas:

l-emma 6.1 The KS algorithm does not stay within the quota.

Proof: Corominas and Moreno [20] observed that no solution minimizing the
')JIT problem subject to the constraints (:.:; to (l.o)stays within the quota. for

:.srance of n = 6 products with their demands being d, = d, = 23 and
. = Jt = ds = dt = l. Since KS algorithm minimizes SD.,I/Z. this proves the lemma.

l-emma 6. 2 The KS algorithm is house monotone. It is obvious due to the
.  ' ; rs t ra in t  (3 .4) .

l-emma 6. 3 The KS algorithm is not uniform. and hence is not population
:'...notone.

: j.:linski and Shahidi t5l proposed other types of deviations for the
-:'JuctsiandT, targeting to minimize the variation of production rates from
-:','duct to products. In Section 6.3, we present its equivalency with the state to
":le vari?tion of apportionment via local indices as well as the equivalency of
- bal indices.

t'r.3 E q uitably Efficient Frontiers

.*r. l  Global Indiccs
-:: 

elobal index lx,o-kr]of sDJIT sequencing problem is studied in [20] with
'..i:ess property. A sequence z is said to have oneness property if and only if
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-tszp <1, vi,Vl.Considering'absolute or squared deviation global indices, we can

say that any sequence is feasible if the discrepancY of x,r and kr, lies between

Oandt.Thus, main idea is to seek for the smaller bound nearer tD 0, If x,1,akr,,

then it is done, however it is very rare in practice. In view of MBDI defined in

Section 5.3.2 for apportionment, we propose a stronger bound B' fot SDJIT

sequencing problem based on arithmetic moan. Taking the intervals [a, a+t] and

[O r] togethbr, the key idea is aS follows:

Step  1 .  Set  a=0 and a+ l=0+ l=1 .

Step 2. Make partition of the interval [0, r] by computing the harmonic

rn!on=0, geometric mean=o, and arithmetic mean =| of the two ends

0 and 1.

Step 3i Calculate the arithmetic mean of 0,0, 0, +, 1. That is,

P-=  { (o+o +o+}+ l )  =  #  =  0 .3 .

To this end, we claim that P' =g.3 is the efficient'bound yielding minimum

deviatisn lying near to ideal. The absolute and'squared glob,al indices of both the

.I/7 sequencing and apportionment problems are equivalent and have same set of

optirnal solutions with the proposed bound p' . Moreover, we have

Proposition 6.1 The absolute SDJIT sequencing objectivef',-rll-,V*-nl and

absolute apportionment objectivt li=,|o, -q,nl te equivalent and have same set of

optimal solutions with the upper bound B' .

Proposition 6.2 The squared SDJIT sequencing objectivefi-,\l*,Vn-r,l' and

squared apportionment'objective Ii-,(on -qu)' tre equivalent and have same set

of optimal solutions with the upper bound p' .

Corollara 6.1 The complexities of SDJIT sequencing and apportionment

problems are equivalent, that is, o(nD) and olrl; respectively.

Clearly, the other divisor MBD2, defined in Section 5.3.2 for apportionment,

generates the bigger bound f . Being parametic, we can say this, bound generates

cyclic.I/Z sequences, though it is not near to ideal.
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o.-1.2 Local Indices

. :e production rates of the products i andj are measured as

t6 l l

i-t- and 
xir

fi fr

3 Can

'.\'een

= k r . .
-.:d in
:DJIT

and

:10nlc

ends

It is,

. l lmum
'.rth the

: set of

.nl and

3 set of

,. ll and

:-lme Set

)ntIlent,

j -'llerates

::s:ectively. If + 
= 

) 
for all i,i, then the perfection will be gained. However,

: :s very rare in practical. To this point, Balinski and Shahidi [6] propossd the
: ...ru'ing objective to be minimized over the vector x:

',in T ?* l+- +l ( o . r )

: ': apportionment problem, we propose a similar objective for the fairness
:-.irsure between two states i and.las the local measure of inequality

, " i n r?_ l+_+ l ( o . z )

"i 
e claim that the computational complexities of these two objectives are of same

:'.:e. depending on the number of products and number of states. But the
- :rplexities given in corollary 6.1 do not work here.

-: 
"rew 

of relative difference rdefined in(s.:), we define the relative difference
-' 

:or product to product rate variation problem and propose the equitably
-' :': :cient /EE) solution:

,. = l+- +l/^'" (+ ,+) ( o : )

Iheorem 6.3 If the state to state variationproblem of the apportionment is stable
'.a T , then product to product rate variation problem of the -ZI sequencing is

' . , : le  wi th  r " .

Proof: As discussed above, state to state variation problem (i.e., MEp) is
- -,:lematically neutral. near to ideal, monotone and consistent [7]. So it suffices

:;:orv that state to state variation and product to product variation problems are
- -.::ematically equivalent. Products i,7 in JIT sequencing correspond with the

. -is i. i among s states. The divisors r, and r, correspond with 4 and p , in
-- :tionment. The product rates of i'handi'o products inperiod t are equivalent

::'-e slrares of representatives of i'o andi'' states for house size h. Thus in view
.-'5P. we conclude that the product to product rate variation problem with the

' --::r e difference r'is near to ideal and mathematically neutral.J

.-.equently, we propose the following theorem and corollary:
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Theorem 6.4 The state to state variation problem with r has optimal solution if

and only if the produet to product rate variation problem with r' has optimal

solution.

Corollary 6.2 Balancing inter-state apportionments is equivalent to balancing

sub-products of a product.

7. CONCLUSION

The JIT sequencing problem in mixed-model assembly process attempts to

minimize the certain penalties concerned with the holding of inventories and the

occurrences of the shortages. Perfect matching approach is workable for MDJIT

whereas assignment approqch is for SDJIT to obtain optimal sequences. Posing

the literature of apportionment methods, we have proposed mean-based divisor

methods claiming that they are better than existing ones. Linking up the JIT

sequencing problem with the apportionment problem, we have proposed a

stronger bound for SDJIT sequencing problem that falls near to ideal. The

complexities of global indices of both the problems are same depending on

products and states. Inequality measures in JIT sequencing and apportionment

problems have been considered both in global and local senses, and hence

compared to each other. State to state variation problem and product to product

rate variation problem have been shown equivalent with respect to the relative

differenses and the EE solution is proposed for the combined approach. The

furtherdepth and the linkages of the problems are the directions of our study.
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